TWO STORY REMODELED STALL DAIRY BARN

1. Concrete walls are poor insulation, keep temperatures low or add insulation.
2. Ventilate with exhaust fans.
3. Provide air inlet slot.
4. Provide end doors for tractor cleaning.
5. Gutter cleaner may remain for cleaning.

ONE STORY INSULATED BARN

1. Insulate: 3 1/2" in walls, up to 6" in ceiling.
2. Ventilate with exhaust fans with or without auxiliary heat.
3. Inlets may be ceiling slots or plastic tube power inlets.
4. Heat will be needed for temperatures above 50°F in winter.
5. Barn may be kept cold with no insulation. Use open eaves and ridge vent, 4 in 12 slope.
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MATERNITY BARN FOR DAIRY COWS